In the classical ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING problem, we are given a metric space with k servers. A collection of clients arrive in an online fashion, and upon arrival, a client should irrevocably be matched to an as-yet-unmatched server. The goal is to find an online matching which minimizes the total cost, i.e., the sum of distances between each client and the server it is matched to. We know deterministic algorithms [KP93, KMV94] that achieve a competitive ratio of 2k−1, and this bound is tight for deterministic algorithms. Randomization can be used to overcome this lower bound, and we know O(log 2 k) competitive algorithms [BBGN07] and an Ω(log k) lower bound. The problem has also long been considered in specialized metrics such as the line metric or metrics of bounded doubling dimension, with the current best result on a line metric being a deterministic O(log k) competitive algorithm [Rag18] . Obtaining (or refuting) O(log k)-competitive algorithms in general metrics and constant-competitive algorithms on the line metric have been long-standing open questions in this area.
Introduction
The classical ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING problem is defined on a metric space (X , d), where X denotes a set of n points where the servers or clients may be located, and a distance function (metric) d : X ×X → R + . A set S ⊆ X of servers, |S| = k, is given offline, and then a sequence of client requests C = (c 1 , . . . , c k ) is revealed in an online manner. The algorithm is required to match each client request to an available (previously unmatched) server on arrival, and this decision is irrevocable. The objective is to minimize the total cost of the matching, which is the sum of distances between each client and the server it is matched to. The quality of an algorithm is measured using competitive ratio, which measures the worst-case over all instances of the ratio of the cost of the online algorithm and the cost of an optimal offline matching of the instance.
This problem was first considered in two independent works [KP93, KMV94] soon after the publication of the celebrated work of [KVV90] on the online maximum matching problem. Both these works present a (2k − 1)-competitive deterministic algorithm called PERMUTATION, and also show that this bound is tight among deterministic algorithms. The work [MNP06] show that randomization can overcome this lower bound (for oblivious adversaries) by giving a O(log 3 k)-competitive randomized algorithm, which was subsequently improved to O(log 2 k) [BBGN07] . In contrast, the best known lower bound for randomized algorithms is a factor of Ω(log k) [MNP06] .
The ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING problem has also elicited much interest in specialized metrics, such as the line metric and metrics of bounded doubling dimension. For ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING on a line (OMM-LINE), [FHK05] show a lower bound of 9.001, disproving a long conjectured bound of 9. Good algorithms had been elusive until recently, and the current best-known algorithm for OMM-LINE is a deterministic O(log k)-competitive algorithm [Rag18] , prior to which the best-known results were an O(log k) upper bound for randomized algorithms [GL12] and an O(log 2 k) upper bound for deterministic algorithms [NR17] . There also exists an Ω(log k) lower bound on natural families of algorithms for OMM-LINE [AFT18, KN03] making this an intriguing open problem.
Given these barriers for designing improved algorithms for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING, we ask: can we obtain strictly better performance if we are allowed to re-match a few previous clients upon arrival of a new client?
Problem 1.1 (ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING-RECOURSE). An instance consists of a metric space (X , d),
and a multi-set S ⊆ X of servers with |S| = k. A sequence of client requests C = (c 1 , . . . , c k ) is revealed in an online manner. At time t, after the algorithm observes c t , it must maintain a matching M t such that every client is matched to exactly one server, and each server is matched to at most one client. The algorithm can re-match some earlier clients, and the number of clients re-matched is called the recourse.
Definition 1.2. We say that an online algorithm is α-competitive with β-amortized recourse for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING-RECOURSE if for all t ∈ [k]
, the cost of the algorithm's matching for C t := (c 1 , . . . , c t ) is at most α times the cost of the optimal matching for C t , and the total number of recourse steps taken so far is at most βt. Additionally, the algorithm is said to have β-per-client recourse if no client is rematched more than β times.
While our main motivation is the theoretical understanding of the power of limited recourse in the classical ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING problem, often in practice it is also the case that matching/allocation decisions are not irrevocable and there is a cost (or) penalty for re-assignments. For example, in a live video streaming setting, the users arrive online and want to stream a video, and the ISP must choose a server to stream from preferring a server closer to the user. Of course, this decision can be changed over the time horizon, but this will cause a temporary disruption that must be minimized. The recourse model then naturally captures the competing goals of minimizing cost as well as the number of re-assignments. The stronger 1 notion of per-client recourse additionally guarantees a fairness property by bounding the inconvenience to each client.
In this paper, we present algorithms that highlight the power of recourse for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING. Our first result is for general metric spaces: Theorem 1.3. There is an efficient deterministic 2 log k-competitive algorithm with log k-per-client recourse for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING-RECOURSE on general metrics.
The above result is in contrast with the (2k − 1) lower bound for deterministic algorithms without recourse. Our algorithm uses recourse to mimic the output of a batched version of the classical PERMUTATION algorithm for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING, thereby highlighting the robustness of PERMUTATION. Proposition 4.2 generalizes the above to give a cost-recourse trade-off. The guarantees given above are tight for our algorithm. We also prove a lower bound result:
Theorem 1.4. No deterministic algorithm for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING-RECOURSE with per-client recourse at most an absolute constant C can have a competitive ratio o(log k).
For the line metric, we present a special-purpose algorithm that significantly improves on Theorem 1.3:
Theorem 1.5. There is a deterministic 3-competitive algorithm with O(log k)-amortized recourse for OMM-LINE-RECOURSE.
Our algorithm is again based on PERMUTATION. In a nutshell, when a new client c t arrives, we determine the free server s t which PERMUTATION will match c t with. On a line metric, we can view this matching (c t , s t ) as a directed arc from c t to s t with cost exactly equal to the length of the arc. Noting that such a matching may be sub-optimal only due to the presence of overlapping forward and backward arcs, our algorithm tries to cancel overlapping arcs using an uncrossing type of re-matching. However, blindly rematching overlapping arcs leads to a large recourse, and we need to carefully determine the sequence in which we uncross to ensure a balance between competitive ratio and recourse. Towards this, we formulate and analyze an asymmetric version of PERMUTATION with canceling, called FARTHESTSERVER, which we believe is the key contribution of our work. A novel feature of our analysis is that we consider two different algorithms which produce matchings of equal cost, and we use each of them to bound the cost and recourse respectively.
Finally, we turn our attention to another limitation of the classical ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING problem -due to the irrevocable nature of assignments, the competitive ratio would be unbounded when both clients and/or servers can arrive or depart the system. Hence, the classical model only considers the setting when all servers are known ahead of time and clients arrive in an online manner. We show that by allowing recourse, we can handle arrivals and departures of clients and servers.
Theorem 1.6. There is an efficient randomized O(log n)-competitive algorithm with O(log ∆) amortized recourse for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING-RECOURSE on general metrics when clients and servers can arrive and depart.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the only work which considers recourse for online min-cost matching is the recent work [MSV19] where the authors consider a two-stage version of the uni-chromatic problem (where there is no distinction between servers and clients): In the first stage, a perfect matching between 2n given nodes must be selected; in the second stage 2k new nodes are introduced. The goal is to produce α-competitive matchings at the end of both stages, and such that the number of edges removed from the first stage matching is at most βk. The authors show that α = 3, β = 1 and α = 10, β = 2 are possible when k 2 is known or unknown, respectively. Our results can be seen as a multi-stage generalization of this two-stage model, although the two models are slightly different in terms of the distinction between servers and clients.
A related model which has received much attention recently, and which captures a different kind of flexibility in online matching, is that of matching with delays [EKW16, BKS17] : here, the requests do not have to be matched at the time of their arrival, but accrue a delay penalty until the algorithm matches it. The algorithm must minimize the total matching cost plus total delay penalty. The current best known randomized algorithms are O(log n) competitive [AAC + 17], which also shows a lower bound of Ω log n log log n . The best known deterministic algorithms are O(k 0.59 )-competitive [AF18] . Finally, another class of beyond-worst case models are stochastic models, such as i.i.d. and random order settings. The majority of work in this vein has been done in the maximization objective rather than cost minimization (see e.g., [GM08, DSA12, BSSX16] and references therein). For ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING, [Rag16] gave a deterministic algorithm that is simultaneously O(log k)-competitive in the random order model and (2k − 1)-competitive in worst case. Recently, [GGPW19] show O((log log log k) 2 )-competitive algorithms in the known i.i.d. model.
Online algorithms with recourse have been studied in various other settings such as scheduling and set cover. We refer the reader to [GKS14, GKKP17, FFG + 18] and the references therein, for online algorithms which make use of a small amount of recourse to get improved competitive ratio.
Outline
In Section 2 we begin with some useful notation. Then in Section 3, we describe the PERMUTATION algorithm [KP93, KMV94] which is crucial to all of our algorithms. In Section 4, we present our algorithm for general metrics and prove Theorem 1.3. Next we turn our attention to the line metric in Section 5 and prove Theorem 1.5. Finally we consider the fully dynamic setting in Section 7 and prove Theorem 1.6.
Preliminaries
For most of the paper (except the fully dynamic setting), we consider the setting where the servers S are known up front. The clients arrive online, and we denote by C t = (c 1 , . . . , c t ) the set of first t clients. An optimal matching between C t and S is denoted by M * t , and similarly, the matching maintained by the algorithm between C t and S will be denoted by M t . We denote by OPT t , the cost of the optimal matching M * t . For any matching M, we use M(c) and M(C) to denote the server and the set of servers matched to the client c and the set of clients C, respectively. We define M(s) and M(S) similarly.
The PERMUTATION algorithm
As mentioned in Section 1, [KP93] and [KMV94] independently proposed a (2k − 1)-competitive algorithm PERMUTATION for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING. Since our algorithms build extensively on this algorithm, we first describe PERMUTATION and its key properties. The algorithm maintains two matchings: the current online matching M t , and the optimal offline matching M * t of the clients C t that have arrived so far. The main observation behind the algorithm is that, when a new client c t+1 arrives, there exists an optimal matching of C t+1 to S which uses exactly the servers used in M * t plus one extra server. PERMUTA-TION simply identifies the extra server s t+1 and matches c t+1 with s t+1 . This property can be formalized as follows.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a sequence of optimal matchings M * 1 , . . . , M * k matching client sets C 1 ⊆ C 2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ C k to S such that the sets of servers used in these matchings,
Consider two sets of clients C t 1 ⊂ C t 2 . Let M t 1 denote any optimal min-cost matching of all the clients in C t 1 to S, and let S t 1 ⊆ S denote the servers matched in M t 1 . Then, it suffices to prove that there 3
Algorithm 1 PERMUTATION (metric (X , d), server-optimal matching M t−1 for client set C t−1 )
1: for new batch of clients C cur = C t+ℓ \ C t−1 = {c t , c t+1 , . . . , c t+ℓ } that arrives do 2:
let M * t−1 and M * t+ℓ be optimal matchings for C t−1 and C t+ℓ from Lemma 3.1.
3:
let S cur = S * t+ℓ \ S * t−1 denote the set of ℓ + 1 servers matched in M * t+ℓ but not in M * t−1
4:
let M cur denote the minimum cost matching between C cur and S cur 5:
augment M t−1 using M cur to obtain the new matching M t+ℓ 6: end for exists an optimal min-cost matching M t 2 of all the clients in C t 2 to S, such that the set of matched servers
Let M t 2 be a minimum cost matching between the clients C t 2 and the servers S which has the smallest |S t 2 \ S t 1 | with S t 2 := M t 2 (C t 2 ), S t 1 = M t 1 (C t 1 ). Consider the graph M t 1 ∪ M t 2 . Since every vertex in this graph has degree at most 2, this is a union of cycles and paths. Moreover, the clients in C t 2 \ C t 1 have degree exactly equal to 1, and the clients in C t 1 have degree 2. Servers which are part of cycles in M t 1 ∪ M t 2 are part of both M t 1 and M t 2 and therefore can be ignored for counting |S t 2 \ S t 1 |. We have two types of paths:
1. Paths which begin with a client, which must necessarily be in C t 2 \ C t 1 : Since the first edge of this path belongs to M t 2 and the edges alternate between M t 2 and M t 1 while nodes alternate between client and server, we must have that the path ends in a server in S t 2 \ S t 1 . On this path, there is exactly one client in C t 2 \ C t 1 , and exactly one server in S t 2 \ S t 1 .
2. Paths which begin with a server in S t 1 \ S t 2 : The first edge of this path is in M t 1 , and the edges alternate between M t 1 and M t 2 while nodes alternate between server and client. Such a path can not end in a client because this would then have to be a client in C t 1 which have degree 2. Therefore this path ends in a server in S t 2 \ S t 1 , and further has an even number of edges. Therefore, all clients on this path are in C t 1 , and the M t 1 edges and the M t 2 edges give two different matchings for these clients. Since we assume that both M t 1 and M t 2 are optimal, these matchings must be of the same cost. But then, by switching the matches for the clients on this path from those in M t 2 to M t 1 we obtain another min cost matching M ′ t 2 with server set S ′ t 2 satisfying |S ′ t 2 \ S t 1 | = |S t 2 \ S t 1 | − 1 violating the assumption that M t 2 has the largest overlap with M t 1 .
3. Paths which begin with server in S t 2 \ S t 1 : Such paths must be one of the two above types, and therefore do not require special analysis.
In summary, assuming the optimality of M t 2 as the min cost matching of C t 2 with the largest overlap with M t 1 in terms of server set, every client in C t 2 \ C t 1 contributes exactly one server to S t 2 \ S t 1 given by the server at the end of the augmenting path started by the client in
Definition 3.2 (Server-optimal matching). At time t, a matching M t of client-set C t is said to be serveroptimal if it uses the same servers as M * t , i.e., M * t (C t ) = M t (C t ).
Proposition 3.3. PERMUTATION always maintains a server-optimal matching.
Algorithm 1 gives a more general version of PERMUTATION which we will use later, where clients arrive in batches. Lemma 3.4 gives a bound on the increase in the cost of the matching maintained by PERMUTATION after each batch of clients, culminating in Theorem 3.5. Proof. Let M * t+ℓ denote an optimal matching of C t+ℓ using the servers S * t+ℓ , and M * t−1 denote an optimal matching of C t−1 using S * t−1 . Consider the graph M * t+ℓ ∪ M * t−1 . As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, this graph contains cycles, or paths which start from a client in C cur and ends at a server in S cur . Matching the clients and servers at the end points of these augmenting paths defines one way to match the clients in C cur to servers in S cur , and because of the triangle inequality, the total cost of this matching of C cur to S cur is at most the total cost of the augmenting paths, which is bounded by cost(M * t+ℓ ) + cost(M * t−1 ). Finally, since M cur is the minimum cost matching of C cur to S cur , we get:
The last inequality follows since the cost of the optimal matching is monotonically non-decreasing in time. Proof. Let the size of the m batched me ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ m , L j := ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + · · · + ℓ j , the matching produced by Algorithm 1 after the jth batch be denoted by M L j and the optimal matching for clients
. Then, using Lemma 3.4,
Online matching with recourse for general metrics
In this section, we present our (O(log k), O(log k))-competitive algorithm for arbitrary metrics. Indeed, Theorem 3.5 says that in order to minimize competitive ratio, it is best to feed the input to PERMUTATION in as few batches as possible. However, this idea is in contradiction with the rule that the online algorithm must match clients immediately on arrival. One way of balancing the two goals is to actually run PERMUTA-TION incrementally on each client arrival, but when a group of clients has arrived, we un-match the current matching for this group and re-introduce all these clients as a single batch, thereby exploiting the power of recourse. As an example, assume that we create √ k batches of √ k clients, with the jth batch consisting of clients Batch j = {(j − 1)
While clients in batch j arrive, we first run vanilla PERMUTATION, matching the new client to the server added to the optimal matching. After the j √ kth client arrives, we un-match all clients in Batch j and re-introduce them as one single batch. The amortized recourse of this algorithm is 1, and moreover, the matching at any time t may be viewed as the output of running PERMUTATION with
To get a smaller competitive ratio at the expense of slightly higher recourse, we employ the following natural extension: imagine we run O(log k)-parallel runs of PERMUTATION, with the i th run operating in batches of size 2 i . Then we can bound the competitive ratio by 2 log k if we can ensure that the matching at time t is simply the combination of various matchings based on the binary decomposition of t. Indeed, the following algorithm precisely achieves this property for all 1 ≤ t ≤ k, while just using a per-client recourse of log k.
Theorem 4.1. At any time t, the total recourse of the Algorithm 2 is bounded by O(t log t). Furthermore, the cost of the matching M t is at most O(log t) times the optimal offline matching M * t .
(a) M 11 is the union of three blocks of length 8, 2 and 1. un-match the latest 2 i(t) clients {c t−2 i(t) +1 , . . . , c t } and revert back to the matching M t−2 i(t)
5:
introduce a block of clients {c t−2 i(t) +1 , . . . , c t } to Algorithm 1 with the current matching being M t−2 i(t) and update M t to be the resulting matching for all the clients C t 6: end for Proof Sketch. At any time t, we view our algorithm as simulating the PERMUTATION algorithm for a certain batch sequence. Indeed, note, the solution maintained in M t is exactly what PERMUTATION maintains when fed O(log t) batches of consecutive clients corresponding to the different powers-of-two 2 i−1 (in decreasing order) such that the i th bit from right in the binary representation of t is 1. Theorem 3.5 then bounds the cost. The recourse is bounded since any client is involved in a re-matching of size 2 i at most once for all i. 
Online Matching on the Line metric
In this section we focus on the special case of a line metric. That is, for all points x ∈ X , we associate a location ℓ : X → R, and d(x, y) = |ℓ(x) − ℓ(y)|. Furthermore, we assume that all the clients and servers are in distinct locations on the line. Before we describe our algorithm, we first explain some structural properties about optimal matchings on the line metric space. The following observation says that opposite arcs in an optimal matching are non-overlapping. Figure 2a) , and remove all overlapping arcs by rematching suitably. Indeed, if − − → c 1 s 1 and ← − − s 2 c 2 overlap, then we could re-match c 2 to s 1 and c 1 to s 2 to make this pair non-overlapping. By doing this repeatedly, we can make the matching non-overlapping. Moreover, since PERMUTATION is server-optimal, we would then have an optimal solution at the end! Unfortunately though, it is easy to construct examples where this procedure would result in as many as Ω(k) re-matches per client (see Figure 2b ). To summarize, PERMUTATION does no recourse but has large competitive-ratio, and always re-matching overlapping arcs output by PERMUTATION yields optimal solutions with large recourse.
Our idea, perhaps natural in hindsight, is to then balance the cost and recourse by re-matching overlapping pairs asymmetrically. Indeed, when PERMUTATION adds a new forward arc − → cs, our algorithm also does the same, and only tries to cancel/re-match overlapping intervals when PERMUTATION adds a backward arc ← − sc (see Figure 2c for an example where M 2 has undergone a re-matching, while M 3 has not). While this is unambiguous for the example in Figure 2c , in general, there could be multiple ways of re-matching overlapping arcs. Indeed, our final algorithm, called FARTHESTSERVER, identifies one such way of re-matching for which the recourse is O(log k). However, the cost analysis of FARTHESTSERVER seems tricky. Towards this, we approach the problem indirectly and introduce another algorithm, called RECURSIVECANCEL, and a) show that the cost of RECURSIVECANCEL and FARTHESTSERVER are identical, and b) bound the cost of RECURSIVECANCEL by 3 OPT.
We remark that the idea of asymmetrically re-matching only backward arcs crucially uses the fact that PERMUTATION is server-optimal (Definition 3.2), and this method does not yield O(1) approximation for arbitrary sets of clients and servers. This is in contrast to re-matching all overlapping forward and backward arcs, which computes the optimal matching for any set of client-server sets. To see why, consider the following simple example: suppose ℓ(c 1 ) = 1, and ℓ(s 1 ) = 0. Now, imagine a new client arrives with ℓ(c 2 ) = 0 and suppose s 2 was determined to be at location ℓ(s 2 ) = 1. The optimal matching for this clearly has cost 0, while the asymmetric algorithm would keep both the backward arc (since there are no cancellations possible at this time), and the forward arc (since the asymmetric algorithm does nothing when forward arcs are added). However, what saves us, is the fact that such situations cannot arise when using PERMUTATION, which is server-optimal at all times. Indeed, if PERMUTATION adds a forward arc (c 2 , s 2 ), we can conclude that ℓ(s 2 ) ≥ 2 due to server optimality at time 1. Hence, we can bound the cost of M 2 by 3 OPT.
Intervals and Discrepancy. At any time t, both our algorithms will use exactly the same set of servers S t as used by PERMUTATION, which satisfies S t = M * t (C t ) from server-optimality. We divide the line into intervals corresponding to open intervals between two consecutive points in C t ∪ S t in the metric space. In the analysis, we will also label every interval of every arc as either redundant or non-redundant, and so we sometimes abuse notation and refer to intervals in an arc-specific way as "interval of an arc". For an interval I = (l, r), we denote by disc t (I) = |S t ∩ (−∞, l]| − |C t ∩ (−∞, l]| to be the discrepancy of I at time t. In words, it is the excess number of servers over clients to the left of I. Indeed, if disc t (I) is negative (resp. positive), there there will be disc t (I) forward (resp. backward) arcs crossing I in an optimal matching between C t and S t . We also keep track of the following quantities for the algorithm's matching: for interval I = (l, r), let n FARTHESTSERVER and RECURSIVECANCEL. Both algorithms can be described by the following common framework: (a) when a new client c t arrives, run PERMUTATION and let s t be the new server PERMUTATION brings into the system. (b) if the matching (c t , s t ) is a forward arc, i.e., ℓ(c t ) ≤ ℓ(s t ), then simply add it to M t−1 to get M t ; otherwise, consider all forward arcs in M t−1 with overlap with the backward arc (c t , s t ), and maximally cancel overlapping intervals by re-matching. That is, after the re-matching is done, if you consider any interval I in [ℓ(s t ), ℓ(c t )] such that n f t−1 (I) > 0, it will hold that n f t (I) = n f t−1 (I) − 1 and n b t (I) = n b t−1 (I), and if interval I in [ℓ(s t ), ℓ(c t )] has n f t−1 (I) = 0, then it holds that n f t (I) = 0 and n b t (I) = n b t−1 (I) + 1. This will in fact establish that the two algorithms have the same cost, since the cost of a matching can be expressed as I |I| n f t (I) + n b t (I) over all intervals I, with |I| denoting the length.
Algorithm RECURSIVECANCEL For Bounding Cost
We now present our algorithm RECURSIVECANCEL (Algorithm 3) and bound its cost. In Section 5.2 we present our actual algorithm FARTHESTSERVER and bound its recourse. Since both algorithms will be maximally-canceling, we can bound the cost of FARTHESTSERVER as well, thereby proving Theorem 1.5.
let s t be the server PERMUTATION matches c t to, and let a := (c t , s t )
if a is a forward arc then 5:
while there exists forward arcs in M t−1 which overlaps with a do ⊲ a is the current backward arc let (c ′ , s ′ ) be a forward arc overlapping with a with the rightmost server s ′ 10:
set a := (c ′ , s)
⊲ From Lemma 5.3, a will be a backward arc for loop recursion 12:
end while 13:
The final a has no overlapping forward arcs, and is added to M t
14:
end if 15: end for
We start with a couple of simple yet crucial lemmas.
Proof. We will first prove that if we execute the PERMUTATION algorithm on line, there are no free servers inside any arc. Recall that PERMUTATION maintains an offline optimal matching M * t at time t, and when a client c t arrives, we pair it with the server that is present in M * t \ M * t−1 . In fact, the symmetric difference of M * t and M * t−1 is an augmenting path starting at c t and ending at s t . Let it be denoted by P = c t , s p 1 , c p 1 , . . . , s pm = s t . The edges (c t , s p 1 ), (c p 1 , s p 2 ), . . . , (c p m−1 , s pm ) are the new edges, and the rest (s p 1 , c p 1 ), (s p 2 , c p 2 ), . . . , (s p m−1 , c p m−1 ) are the old edges. Recall that the cost of M * t is at least that of M * t−1 , and thus, in the augmenting path, the cost of new edges is at least that of the old edges. We claim a stronger property that in any suffix of the augmenting path, the cost of the new edges is at least that of old edges. Consider a suffix s p i , c p i , . . . , s pm . If the cost of new edges is less than the old edges, we can change the old matching from (
while keeping the rest of the edges intact to get a matching with cost less than M * t−1 , contradicting the fact that 8 M * t−1 is an optimal matching for the first t − 1 clients. Now, suppose that there is a free server s ′ in between c t and s t . Consider the prefix of the augmenting path P starting at c t and ending at s ′ . Let this prefix be denoted by P ′ . Let M ′ t be the matching obtained from M * t−1 by augmenting with the new augmenting path P ′ . Since the cost of new edges is at least that of old edges in any suffix of the original augmenting path, the difference between new edges and old edges in P ′ is at most that of the original augmenting path P . Thus, the cost of the matching M ′ t is at most that of M * t . Furthermore, as we have assumed that the location of all the clients and servers are distinct, the cost of M ′ t is strictly smaller than M * t , contradicting the fact that M * t is an optimal matching of first t clients. This proves the claim that when we execute PERMUTATION on the line metric, there are no free servers inside any arc.
Using this, we will prove using induction on t that after the arrival of t clients, there are no free servers inside any arcs when executing RECURSIVECANCEL. At t = 1, we are adding an edge directly from PERMUTATION, hence the claim follows trivially. Consider the scenario when we are adding a client server pair (c t , s t ). If the edge (c t , s t ) is a forward arc, we add it directly, and all other matches are unaffected. As (c t , s t ) is added directly from PERMUTATION, there are no free servers inside it, and thus proving the inductive claim. Consider the case when (c t , s t ) is a backward arc. As this edge is given by PERMUTATION, there are no free servers inside the backward arc. This combined with the fact that the cancellation of the algorithm only adds segments inside [ℓ(s t ), ℓ(c t )] to arcs ensures that all the new arcs formed during recursive addition of (c t , s t ) don't contain any free servers. Proof. Note that once a server is matched by a backward arc, it is not going to change its match from that point onward. Hence, we can assume that c 1 to s is a forward arc. Also note that in a single iteration of the algorithm, each server is rematched at most once in the recursive step.
Consider the iteration of Algorithm 3 in which we rematch server s from c 1 to c 2 . Let (s ′ , c ′ ) be the backward arc that was obtained from PERMUTATION. During the recursive step of the iteration, c 1 , s intersected with backward arc c 2 , s ′ , and thus the match of s is changed from c 1 to c 2 . This implies that c 2 is to the right of c 1 since otherwise, the two arcs would not have intersected in the first place.
Note that the algorithm RECURSIVECANCEL is server-optimal i.e. it uses the same set of servers as the optimal matching. In an interval I, the value disc t (I) = n b t (I) − n f t (I) is the same for all algorithms using the same set of servers as the optimal algorithm as it depends only on the set of servers used, not on the matching between clients and servers. Thus, informally speaking, algorithms that don't have good competitive ratio have both n b t (I) and n f t (I) high in some intervals due to which they pay extra cost. This motivates that in any interval, there are certain "non-redundant" arcs that optimal algorithm has to maintain as well, and additional "redundant" arcs which our algorithm has, but can be avoided by re-matching. More formally, we can define redundant and non-redundant arc intervals as follows: We prove that our algorithm ensures that, if for an interval I, n f t (I) > n b t (I), n f t (I) − n b t (I) = disc t (I) forward arc intervals are non-redundant for that interval, while the rest n b t (I) forward arc intervals are redundant.
9 Proof. We prove the following two claims inductively on the number of client-server pairs added:
1. In any interval, the number of redundant forward arc intervals is equal to the minimum of the number of forward arcs and the number of backward arcs crossing this interval.
2. In any interval I, if there exist two forward arcs a 1 = (c 1 , s 1 ) and a 2 = (c 2 , s 2 ) crossing the interval I such that the arc interval of a 1 with respect to I is redundant, and that of a 2 is non-redundant, then ℓ(s 2 ) ≥ ℓ(s 1 ).
Let c, s be the client-server pair given by PERMUTATION. Consider the two cases, adding a forward arc and a backward arc:
1. Suppose that s is to the right of c i.e. the case when we add the forward arc directly. If in an interval between c and s, there are fewer forward arcs than backward arcs before adding c and s, we mark that interval as a redundant interval. Observe that this ensures that in those intervals, redundant forward arc count increases, and is equal to the minimum of the number of forward and the number of backward arcs crossing the interval. In intervals where the number of forward arcs is at least the number of backward arcs before adding c and s, the interval is non-redundant. In this case, the minimum of forward and backward arcs does not increase, and thus the claim continues to remain valid.
For the second claim: If in an interval, the new arc is marked redundant, then using claim 1 on the instance before adding the forward arc, we can infer that all the forward arcs in that interval are redundant. Thus, claim 2 is void in this case. If in an interval, the new arc is marked non-redundant, we need to show that the new server is to the right of any server whose arc is marked redundant. This follows directly from the fact that an unmatched server cannot be present in the middle of an arc (Lemma 5.3), and hence, s is to the right of the server of any forward arc that intersects c, s.
2. Suppose that s is to the left of c i.e. the case when we recursively add backward arc(s). In this case, in an interval I ∈ [ℓ(s), ℓ(c)], either a backward arc is added if there is no forward arc crossing I, or if there is at least one forward arc crossing I, the number of forward arcs crossing I reduces by one. The intervals outside [ℓ(s), ℓ(c)] are not affected. From Lemma 5.4, we know that the forward arcs corresponding to a server only shorten. Thus, the second claim trivially follows.
The algorithm deletes a forward arc from the interval I ∈ [ℓ(s), ℓ(c)] if there exists at least one forward arc crossing I before adding the new client c. If the number of forward arcs crossing I is at most the number of backward arcs crossing I, then all the forward arc intervals in I are labeled redundant, 10 and we delete one such arc interval. The property of claim 1 still holds. Similarly, the property holds if there are no backward arcs are crossing I in which case, all the forward arc intervals are labeled non-redundant. Thus, it remains to show that if there are both non-redundant and redundant arc intervals in I, our algorithm deletes the non-redundant arc interval. We use claim 2 here. If there are both redundant and non-redundant arc intervals in I, note that the server corresponding to the non-redundant arc is to the right of the server corresponding to the redundant arc.
Recall that there is at most one forward arc that is deleted from any interval. If a redundant arc is deleted from an interval, when the arc is selected, it has the farthest server among all arcs that intersect the backward arc. This combined with the above fact implies that if a redundant arc is deleted from an interval, then there is no non-redundant arc in that interval. Thus, if there are both redundant and non-redundant forward arcs inside an interval, our algorithm deletes the non-redundant arc.
Thus, to bound the cost of the algorithm, it suffices to bound the cost of the redundant arc intervals, which we do below.
Lemma 5.7. If a forward arc a = (c, s) is added during an iteration, then in any suffix of a, the length of non redundant intervals is at least the length of redundant intervals.
Proof. Let A denote the set of clients and servers prior to adding c and s. Let x ∈ [ℓ(c), ℓ(s)]. We are interested in the suffix [x, ℓ(s)] of the arc (c, s). Introduce a virtual client c ′ at x. Consider the optimal solution of A ∪ {c ′ , s}. We claim that the optimal cost of matching A ∪ {c ′ , s} is at least the optimal cost of matching A. Since PERMUTATION is server optimal, the optimal cost of matching clients and servers of A is at most that of matching clients and servers inside A ∪ {s} (leaving the extra server free). Since adding an extra client cannot decrease the optimal cost, the optimal cost of matching A ∪ {c ′ , s} is at least that of A ∪ {s}, which is at least that of A.
Recall that we can rewrite the optimal cost of a set of clients and servers A as I |I||disc A (I)|. When we add {c ′ , s} to A, the increase in the cost of optimal matching occurs precisely at the intervals where the number of clients to the left is greater than the number of servers (including c ′ , s). And in other intervals in [x, ℓ(s)], the cost paid by the optimal matching decreases. However, this exactly corresponds to the redundancy and non-redundancy of the forward arc c, s within intervals inside [x, ℓ(s)]. The intervals where the cost of optimal matching increases are the ones in which the arc is non-redundant, and the intervals where the cost of optimal matching decreases are the ones in which the arc is redundant. As the optimal cost is non-decreasing, in any suffix [x, ℓ(s)], the sum of lengths of
Corollary 5.8. For every t > 0, after t clients have arrived, the cost of redundant forward arc intervals is at most that of non-redundant forward arc intervals.
Proof. Summing up Lemma 5.7 over all the forward arcs gives us the required bound.
Finally, we can prove the bound on the competitive ratio of the RECURSIVECANCEL algorithm.
Theorem 5.9. For every integer t > 0, after t clients have arrived, the cost of the matching of Algorithm 3 (RECURSIVECANCEL) is at most 3 times the cost of the optimal offline matching M * t .
Proof. For the sake of analysis, for every interval I, let an arbitrary set of min(n f t (I), n b t (I)) backward arcs be labeled redundant w.r.t this interval, and the rest to be non-redundant. Then, from Lemma 5.6, the number of redundant backward arcs is equal to the number of redundant forward arcs in any interval.
For matching M t , we denote the total cost of non-redundant forward arcs (resp. backward) as cost(M t , N F ) (resp. cost (M t , N B) ). Similarly, we denote the total cost of redundant forward arcs (resp. backward) as cost(M t , RF ) (resp. cost(M t , RB)). Now, using this definition and from Lemma 5.6, note that for any 11 interval, we have that disc t (I) is equal to the number of non-redundant arcs crossing I (they will all either be forward or backward). Hence, we have that OPT = cost(M * t ) = I |I|disc t (I) = cost(M t , N F ) + cost(M t , N B). Moreover, the cost of M t maintained by RECURSIVECANCEL is at most cost(
The first equality is from the definition in the paragraph above and the first inequality is due to Corollary 5.8. let S f be the servers matched to C f in M t−1 8:
Actual Algorithm FARTHESTSERVER
let M f denote the matching between C f and S f in M t−1 10:
⊲ re-match all the clients and servers in A f
11:
end if 12: end for
In Appendix B, we give an illustrative example where the RECURSIVECANCEL algorithm can have large recourse. In this section, we present our actual algorithm FARTHESTSERVER, which also maximally cancels overlapping forward arcs whenever PERMUTATION adds a backward arc but does it in a left-to-right sweep rather than a recursive loop, and within the sweep, the algorithm tries to preserve existing matched arcs whenever possible, and chooses to "cancel" the forward arcs in a greedy manner. That is, for every connected component [l, r] of forward arcs intersecting with a backward arc that is being added, we pick the smallest number of forward arcs (c 1 , s 1 ), (c 2 , s 2 ), . . . , (c k , s k ) such that the union of these arcs is [l, r] .
To be precise, we achieve this by the following greedy algorithm: First, we pick the forward arc a starting at l. (Recall that we assume that all the clients are located at distinct points on the line). Next, we pick the forward arc that intersects a that has the farthest server, set the new forward arc as a, and repeat till we cover the whole interval [l, r]. Once we obtain the set of forward arcs, we cancel them by replacing them with (c 2 , s 1 ), (c 3 , s 2 ), . . . , (c k , s k−1 ), whereas c 1 and s k are now matched using backward arcs. We describe this in the SWEEP procedure, which ensures that within a set A f of clients and servers where we need to re-match to cancel the backward arc, the new forward arcs of clients whose match have been changed are mutually disjoint. This key property differentiates FARTHESTSERVER from RECURSIVECANCEL. More formally, We state a couple of technical lemmas which help in proving Lemma 5.10.
Lemma 5.11. If c is a client that is currently matched to a server s by a forward arc, and gets re-matched to server s ′ during an iteration of the algorithm. Then s ′ is to the left of s.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that s ′ is to the right of s. Note that once a client gets matched via a backward arc, the algorithm does not rematch it. Thus, c is to the left of s, and thus to the left of s ′ . As 
else 9:
let c be client in L with rightmost (or) farthest server 10:
11:
end if
12:
else ⊲ v is a client 13:
let s = L ∩ S ⊲ intersection will be unique server by Lemma 5.12 15:
else 17: Figure 4: Illustration of farthest server algorithm: When the backward arc (c 6 , s 6 ) is added, in the connected component shown in the figure, the algorithm first picks the arc (c 1 , s 1 ) as a. The forward arc that intersects a with farthest server is (c 3 , s 3 ), and similarly, the next forward arc selected is (c 5 , s 5 ). The resulting arcs after cancellation are shown below.
c is in the list of clients when the algorithm considers s ′ , it is in the list when the algorithm considers s as well. Thus, s should not have been rematched.
Lemma 5.12. At any point during the execution of SWEEP, the number of servers yet to be considered by the algorithm but whose client has been re-matched to a different server is at most one.
Proof. Fix the iteration as adding a backward arc c, s. We will prove the Lemma by inducting on the number of vertices (union of clients and servers) visited by the algorithm in the iteration. Let c ′ be the client matched with s by the algorithm. Note that c ′ is the second vertex visited by the algorithm. At this point, the server s ′ that is originally matched to c ′ is the only server satisfying the above property. This covers the base case of the induction.
Suppose that the property is true till we add a new vertex p. If p is a client, adding p to the list or matching it with a server to the left of it does not rematch any clients of servers yet unconsidered by the algorithm. If p is a server, if it is the unique server whose client has already been rematched, we now get a new server added to list. If it has not lost its client yet, the set of servers whose clients are lost does not change (by design of the algorithm).
Proof of Lemma 5.10: Let s be an arbitrary server that was re-matched during an iteration of the algorithm that is not the left-most server that is re-matched. Let s 1 be the server nearest to s on the left side that is re-matched. Note that such a server exists from the definition of s. Let c be the client matched to s before re-matching. We prove that the new matches of s and s 1 are disjoint. Applying this argument to all the servers other than the newly added server, we have proved the lemma.
We consider two cases separately.
• s 1 now has a forward arc. First, we claim that c is the client that s 1 is re-matched to, after the end of the iteration. Suppose for contradiction that s 1 is re-matched to c ′ = c. Note that as s is re-matched, c should be re-matched too. As s 1 is the closest server on left to s that is re-matched, c should be re-matched to a server to the left of s 1 . In other words, just after when we consider s 1 in the course of the algorithm, s is a server whose client is already lost. However, note that the server originally matched to c ′ has also now lost its client. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction to Lemma 5.12. Let c 1 be the client that s is re-matched to. We claim that c 1 is to the right of s 1 which proves that the new arcs adjacent to s and s 1 are disjoint. Suppose that c 1 is to the left of s 1 . From Lemma 5.11, we know that c 1 's original match is to the right of s. Thus, when the algorithm is considering s 1 , it would match s 1 with c 1 rather than c, since c 1 has the farthest server.
• s 1 now has a backward arc. This case follows from the fact that the backward arcs that we added don't intersect with any other arcs.
This completes the proof.
We now use the above lemmas to bound the recourse of the FARTHESTSERVER algorithm.
Theorem 5.13. After the arrival of k clients, the total recourse of FARTHESTSERVER algorithm is at most O(k log(k)).
Proof. Note that once a client is matched by a backward arc, it is not going to get re-matched later. Thus, we are only interested in bounding the number of re-matches that match forward arcs to forward arcs.
For a vertex (either client or server) z, let us define a "length" len(z) parameter which is equal to the number of vertices (all vertices which are part of the eventual matching after all k clients have arrived) lying strictly inside the arc of z. Therefore, before the start of the algorithm, the len value of every vertex is at most 2k. We now define the level of vertex z as ⌊log len(z)⌋ so that the total initial level of all the vertices is at most 2k(1 + log k). Suppose that a client c is currently matched to s by using a forward arc, and in an iteration gets re-matched to s ′ and s gets re-matched to c ′ both again using forward arcs. At least one of len(c) or len(s) should have decreased by at least a factor of 2 since these are now disjoint arcs from Lemma 5.10. 14 And therefore the total level of c and s at least decreases by 1. In other words, on every re-match, the total level decreases by at least 1, which together with the bound on the total initial level gives the number of such re-matches to be at most 2k(1 + log k). If at least one of c or s gets re-matched by a backward arc, its match does not change from then on. Thus, the number of these type of re-matches are at most 2k. Thus, in total, the recourse of the algorithm is O(k log k).
Lower bounds
In this section, we present our lower bound for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING on general metrics.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that there exists an algorithm for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING such that for every client c, the number of servers s such that c is matched to s at some point of execution of the algorithm is at most C, for an absolute constant C. Then, the competitive ratio of the algorithm is at least Ω(log(n)).
Proof. We first describe the hard instance for ONLINE-METRIC-MATCHING that we use to prove the lower bound. The underlying metric space is the star metric i.e. there exists a node v 0 that is at the center of the star, and a set of nodes
, there is a server s i at v i . For each time t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 a single client c t arrives at a point in the metric space. First, at t = 0, the client c 0 arrives at v 0 . The next clients arrive at the location of the server just used by the algorithm. Suppose that the algorithm matches c 0 to s i . Then, c 1 arrives at v i . After t clients have arrived and have been matched by the algorithm, consider the server matched to c 0 -let it be s i 1 . Let s i 2 be the server matched by the algorithm to the client at v i 1 , and so on till there is no client yet arrived at v i k . Then, in our instance, at time t, a new client arrives at v i k .
Note that all the clients arrive at different locations in the metric space. This implies that at any point of time t, the offline optimal algorithm cost is equal to 1. We can simply match each client c i other than c 0 to the server s i , and match c 0 to an arbitrary unused server.
Suppose that for each client c, the number of servers s such that (c, s) is part of the matching of the algorithm at some point, is at most C. Then, we claim that there is a time t such that the online algorithm has cost at least Ω(log(n)) at time t. Let M t , t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 denote the matching maintained by the algorithm after time t. We consider a new algorithm that maintains a set of matchings M ′We now claim that there exist some time t such that the size of M ′ t is at least Ω(log(n)), which proves the required lower bound. We define a directed graph G = (V, E). The vertex set of the graph V is equal to {0, 1, . . . , n}. There is an edge from i to j if for some time t, the client c i is matched to the server s j in M ′ t . The out-degree of every node is at most C + 1 in G. We also define the graphs G 0 , G 1 , . . . , G n−1 as follows: The vertex set of G k is the same as G for every k. There is an edge from i to j in G k if client c i is matched to s j in M ′ k . It follows from the definitions that for every k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, G i is a subgraph of G. Note that for each k, the graph G k is a path that starts at 0 and ends at the index of the location of the client c k . Thus, all the graphs G 0 , G 1 , . . . , G n−1 are different path subgraphs of G all of which start at vertex 0 and end at a different vertex in G. As the out-degree of every vertex is at most C + 1 in G, the number of distinct paths of length at most l in G starting at 0 is at most (C + 1) l . Thus, there should exist at least one path whose length is log(n) log(C+1) = Ω(log(n)). As the length of the subgraph G i denotes the cost of the matching M ′ i , we get the required lower bound on the competitive ratio. 15
In this section, we look at the dynamic version of the problem: at the beginning of the instance, a set of servers S 0 is available for matching. At time t: one of four possible events can happen, (i) client arrival: a new client request c t arrives which must be matched; (ii) server departure: an existing server departs, potentially requiring the client it was matched with to be re-matched; (iii) server arrival; and (iv) client departure. The algorithm is allowed to re-match clients, incurring a recourse equal to the number of rematches.
In comparison to previous sections, we no longer have the nested set of clients and servers since there are departures. However, for sake of clarity in presentation, we abuse notation and continue to let C t denote the set of active clients at time t, and let S t denote the servers present at time t. We assume that |S t | ≥ |C t | for all t for feasibility. The online matching is denoted by M t , and the optimal offline matching of C t to S t by M * t . Our algorithm for the fully dynamic setting gives us a randomized (O(log n), O(log ∆))-algorithm for the fully dynamic problem where n is the number of points of the metric space and ∆ is its aspect ratio. The algorithm proceeds in two steps: we first embed the metric space into a more structured hierarchically wellseparated tree (HST) metric while incurring an O(log n) loss in the competitive ratio; then in the second step, we show how we can maintain a constant-competitive matching with a recourse of O(log ∆) on HSTs. The ideas are in fact very similar to [BBGN07] , but we can obtain improved competitive ratios because we can re-match clients whereas the algorithm in [BBGN07] cannot.
Step 1: Embedding to HSTs. We reduce the problem for general metrics to a special class of tree metrics called Hierarchically Well-Separated Trees (HST) by using a classical result of [FRT04] (Theorem 7.1 below). Informally, an α-HST embedding for α ≥ 1 is a tree where all the leaves are at the same depth D (root being depth 1), and correspond exactly to the points in the metric space. A function d T () defines the length for the tree edges. All the edges at a given depth have the same length, and the lengths increase geometrically going from leaves to the root: length at depth ℓ is at least α times the length at level ℓ + 1. The tree distance d T between two nodes is the sum of edge lengths of the unique simple path connecting them. Setting α = 2 for our purposes, for embedding a metric with aspect ratio ∆, Theorem 7.1 gives a distribution of trees with depth at most O(log ∆) such that all distances are preserved within a factor of O(log n).
Step 2: Near-Optimal Algorithms on HSTs. We then show an O(1)-competitive algorithm on HSTs. At a high level, we maintain the following invariant: for any sub-tree T ′ , the number of clients in T ′ which have connections to servers outside T ′ is equal to the excess number of clients over servers within T ′ . Algorithmically, when a new client c arrives, it finds the smallest sub-tree T ′ for which, either there is a free server s in T ′ , or there is a server s currently matched to a client c ′ which is outside T ′ . In both cases, we match c with s. Additionally, in the latter case, we re-match c ′ using the same procedure, as if it were a new client. Server arrivals or departures can be handled similarly.
We begin with a formal definition of Hierarchically Well-Separated trees (we borrow the following background on HST's and tree embeddings from [BBGN07] ). 
Each leaf has the same distance to its parent.
In this section, we will find convenient to talk about the level of nodes in the tree embedding of depth D.
Our convention is that the root is at level D, and all the leaves are at level 1. For a leaf x matched to a leaf y (one a client, and the other corresponding to a server) the level of the match is defined as the level of the lowest common ancestor of x and y in the tree.
We describe the algorithm in Algorithm 6. Recall that the nodes of our metric space are leaves of a 2-HST. Let T be this underlying 2-HST, and the distance between nodes u and v of T is denoted by d(u, v). For a node v of the tree, let T (v) denote the subtree rooted at v.
In a nutshell, to make sure that solution cost is optimal, the algorithm ensures that for all nodes v of the tree, the number of clients in T (v) that are matched to servers outside T (v) is given by the discrepancy between number of clients and servers in T (v).
Proof of Theorem 7.2: In the algorithm, let us call an iteration to be running the algorithm when a new request arrives or departs. In any iteration, the level parameter in the algorithm starts with a value equal to 1 and increases whenever we change a match of a client or server. As the value of level is upper bounded by the depth of the tree D, the number of changes in any iteration is at most D.
To bound the cost of the algorithm, we use a proxy for the cost of a matching. Suppose that a client c is matched with server s and let p be the lowest common ancestor of c and s in T . Recall that T satisfies the property that all edges between a node and its children are equal, and also that the distances at least double when we go up the tree. Using this, we can deduce that d(p, s) ≤ 2d(p, c), and thus d(c, s) ≤ 3d(p, c). Thus, by losing a factor of 3, we can assume that the cost of matching c and s is, in fact, d(c, p). This new cost is equivalent to summing over all v in T , d (v, p(v) ) times the number of clients in T (v) that are matched to servers outside T (v).
We will prove that the algorithm has the property that at any point of time, for every node v in the tree, in the subtree T (v) rooted at v, the number of clients in T (v) that are matched outside T (v) is equal to the difference ℓ between the number of clients and servers in T (v) (If there are more servers than clients in T (v), ℓ is set to be zero). Thus, the edge between v and p(v) (p(v) is the parent of v) is used exactly ℓ times in our algorithm. Note that in any matching between clients and servers arrived so far, this edge has to be used at least ℓ times. As this holds for every node v in the tree, for every edge, any matching has to pay at least the cost that our algorithm pays. Thus, overall the cost of our algorithm is at most the optimal cost of matching existing clients and servers at any time.
In order to prove that the algorithm has this property, we will use induction on time t. The property is trivially true when there are no requests. Suppose that a new client c t arrives. The discrepancy ℓ of clients and servers is affected only for the ancestors of c t i.e. nodes on the path from c t to the root. The parameter level in the algorithm corresponds to the level of the ancestor that is currently under consideration. We start with level = 1 and might go all the way to level = D, corresponding to the ancestors of c t , starting with c t to the root of the tree. Let v be the ancestor of c t at level level in the tree. If there are at least as many clients as servers in T (v) before adding c t , c t is forced to be matched outside T (v) and thus the number of clients in T (v) matched to servers outside T (v) is one more than earlier. Also, in this case, the discrepancy ℓ of clients and servers increases by one, proving that the property holds for v. 17 Let T c be the subtree containing c rooted at level level
if there is a free server s in T c then Set level of c and s to be level ⊲ Level of c, s is set to level of LCA(c, s). end if 42: end for However, if there are fewer clients than servers in T (v), either there is a free server or there is a server that is matched outside T (v). In either case, we match c t inside T (v), and thus ensuring that the property still holds for v. If we match c t to a free server, the discrepancy of v is still zero, and no client in T (v) is matched to a server outside T (v). For the ancestors of v, their discrepancy is unaffected as we are adding both a server and a client in their subtrees. If we match c t to a server s that is currently matched to a client c, c is now free. We start the same process with c. However, as c is currently matched to s through v ′ that is the least common ancestor of c and s, for all the nodes u in the path between v ′ and c t , the number of clients is strictly more than the number of servers. For these nodes, the discrepancy is unaffected, and the number of clients crossing their subtree is also unaffected as c is going to be matched outside the subtree as well. Thus the property still holds for these nodes. For the nodes that are ancestors of v ′ , we continue the same process, ensuring that the property holds for them as well.
The proof for server s t arrival is similar to the previous case. As before, the parameter level corresponds to the level of the ancestor of s t currently under consideration, and let v be the node that is the ancestor of s t at level level in the tree. If there are at least as many servers as that of clients in T (v) before adding s t , v's discrepancy is unaffected by arrival of s t , and we increase level by one and move to p(v). However, if there are fewer servers than clients in T (v), from the inductive hypothesis, at least a client in T (v) is matched outside T (v). We now match one such client c to s t , thus decreasing the number of clients matched outside T (v) by one, which exactly corresponds to the fact that the discrepancy of v also decreases by one. This forces a server s to be unmatched, and we now look at the ancestors of s. As before, we can start with the ancestor of s, u that is the lowest common ancestor of c and s since the ancestors of s below it are unaffected by s becoming free. Thus, the inductive property is preserved for all vertices when a server arrives.
Note that the property that the number of clients matched outside T (v) is equal to the discrepancy ℓ between clients and servers in T (v) is preserved when we remove a client and the server that it is matched to. Thus, the property still holds when we delete a client or a server -we can view it as first deleting a client-server pair and then adding the remaining client or server.
Combining the two steps, we get the required algorithm for general metrics:
Theorem 7.4. For any n point metric with aspect ratio ∆, there exists a randomized online algorithm which is (O(log n), O(log ∆))-competitive for min-cost matching against an oblivious adversary.
Proof. The algorithm proceeds by first sampling a 2-HST and then executes the Algorithm from Theorem 7.2. Since the depth of the tree is O(log ∆) with probability 1, this implies the recourse bound in the theorem.
To bound the cost, let T denote the tree sampled during the construction of the 2-HST, and let M t denote the matching produced by the algorithm (a random quantity). Recall that we denote the optimal matching at time t by M * t . Let the cost of a matching M under the metric induced by tree T be denoted by cost T . By constant-factor optimality of M t for the particular HST sampled gives:
for some absolute constant C. Combined with the second property, this gives:
Taking expectation over the randomization of the algorithm,
which with E[cost T (M T )] ≤ O(log n) · cost(M T ) implies E[cost(M t )] ≤ O(log n) · cost(M t ).
Conclusion and Open Questions
The current work represents the first attempt at exploring the trade-off between the amount of recourse employed in online matching and the competitive ratio of the cost of the matching. However, we lack good lower bounds on the competitive ratio achievable. For example, for general metrics, it is unclear if O(1) recourse is not enough to obtain polylog(k) competitive ratio. And for the line metric, we in fact conjecture that (O(1), O(1) )-competitive online matching should be possible. It is even possible that FARTHESTSERVER has this property, but our current recourse analysis seems lacking. Another interesting avenue to explore is to limit the worst-case recourse used per time step and not just the average recourse, which is of practical concern. Finally, extending the results to random order or unknown i.i.d. models, and more broadly speaking, studying models where the algorithm can first select the placement of servers, would be interesting.
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A Proofs for Section 4
Proof of Proposition 4.3: For simplicity, we prove the proposition for the case d = 2. An alternate view of Algorithm MULTISCALEPERMUTATION is the following: Let the leaves of a complete balanced tree of degree d denote the k client arrivals. Whenever the arrival of a client completes a subtree (that is, it is the rightmost leaf in some subtree), the matching for the clients and their currently matched serves is re-solved optimally.
Our lower bound instance will be on the line metric and consist of two parts: a core instance and a auxiliary instance. The subsequent client arrival will be chosen as the next arrival from either the core or the auxiliary instance so as to obtain a large recourse cost as we describe soon. The servers for the core instance will at locations ±1, ±2, ±3, . . . , ±k/2, and the servers for the auxiliary instance will be k servers at location 10k. The client arrival sequence in the core instance will be ǫ, −1 − ǫ, 1 + ǫ, −2 − ǫ, 2 + ǫ, −3 − ǫ, 3 + ǫ, . . .; the client arrival sequence for the auxiliary instance is 10k, 10k, 10k, . . .. Note that the above instance have been set up so that on the arrival of a client from the core instance, the server added by PERMUTATION to the matching is also from the core instance, and similarly for a client from the auxiliary instance a server from the auxiliary instance is added. Further, the same is done by OPTso that it suffices to study the cost and recourse for the arrivals in the core instance.
To decide whether the next client arrival happens from the core or the auxiliary sequence, we first check whether the arrival completes any subtree. If it does, denote the largest subtree it completes by T , and by T 1 , . . . , T d the d subtrees of the root of T (so that the new arrival is the rightmost leaf of T d ). If the number of core arrivals so far in T d is even, then the new arrival is also chosen from the core sequence. Otherwise the new arrival is chosen from the auxiliary chosen.
We first prove the recourse bound. The sequence in which PERMUTATION adds servers when the clients arrive from the core sequence is 1, −1, 2, −2, . . .. In particular, the new client and server are added on the opposite sides of a central matching that is built online. The construction of the client arrival sequence ensures that when MULTISCALEPERMUTATION resolves the optimal matching for subtree T = (T 1 , T 2 ) the number of client arrivals in T 2 is odd, and hence batch resolving ends up rematching all clients in T 1 ∪ T 2 (except at most one). (In the general d case we have to assume d is odd, in which case it is easy to show that all the subtrees T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T d have odd number of core clients, and thus a 
Farthest server
In this instance, there are four clients c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 , ℓ(c 1 ) < ℓ(c 2 ) < ℓ(c 3 ) < ℓ(c 4 ) currently matched using forward arcs to s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and s 4 respectively such that ℓ(c 4 ) < ℓ(s 1 ) < ℓ(s 2 ) < ℓ(s 3 ) < ℓ(s 4 ). A new client c 5 arrives to the right of s 4 and PERMUTATION outputs s 5 to the left of c 1 as the server. Since the arc (c 5 , s 5 ) is backward, the algorithms try to fix the matching. The RECURSIVECANCEL i.e. Algorithm 3 changes the matching completely to obtain (c 2 , s 1 ), (c 3 , s 2 ), (c 4 , s 3 ) as the new forward arcs, where as Algorithm 4 changes only c 4 's matching and keeps c 2 and c 3 intact. If there are k such forward arcs, and if k backward arcs arrive, Algorithm 3 has a recourse of Ω(k 2 ) where as Algorithm 4 has only O(k) recourse.
